
A
ustralia’s international competitive advantage 
for investment in the minerals industry 
has to date been based on the huge, high-
quality resources that were discovered in 

the last century, with some like the super-pit in 
Kalgoorlie being discovered in the century before 
that! These resources are, however, rapidly being 
depleted at a time of increasing demand due to the 
rise of the Chinese and Indian economies. Major 
new discoveries have not been forthcoming and 
exploration success has become harder to achieve. 
Consequently, exploration companies may in future 
be more attracted to poorly explored countries, such 
as West Africa or South America, where they expect 
deposits such as of gold and copper to still be easily 
found exposed at the Earth’s surface.

Already, the apparent lack of success in finding 
deposits in Australia has led to a reduction in our 
share of international exploration expenditure from 
consistently about 20% through the 1990s to less 
than 15% in 2009. 

Australia is covered by a complex sequence of soil 
and sediments above coherent bedrock, a result of 
the continent’s prolonged weathering history. Much 
of this layer is residual, formed by geochemical processes that 
altered rocks ‘in situ’, but weathered debris was also  transported 
elsewhere. Also called ‘regolith’, this layer of loose, heterogeneous 

material hides buried ore deposits and provides a significant 
barrier to current exploration technologies. 

Despite this, since 1990 over 200 significant gold and base 
metal deposits have been found in Australia, although the 

majority of these discoveries were in the early 90s, supported 
by innovations during the preceding decade. These had led to 
an understanding of the residual ‘in-situ’ parts of the regolith 
(the laterite profile) and the development of effective sampling 
strategies for exploring beneath this material. Consequently, 
most of the recently found gold deposits in the world class gold 
region of the Eastern Goldfields of Western Australia were 
discovered in such areas of residual laterite where the regolith 
had not been transported.

However, a recent Theo Murphy Think Tank at the 
Australian Academy of Sciences has highlighted that, looking to 
the future, we now have to address the technically much more 
challenging task of exploring areas of transported, rather than 
residual, cover.  

As key leaders from industry and scientific institutions 
highlighted at the meeting, we need to improve the exploration 

Exploring Australia’s cover
In August, the Australian Academy of Sciences brought together a Think Tank 
involving 60 Australian earth scientists to discuss future exploration in Australia. 
They called for a new long-term project to map the crust of Australia in three 
dimensions down to more than 300 metres. Dr Rob Hough provides an account of 
the challenges ahead...
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success rate. 

No doubt, world class deposits are hidden beneath these 
extensive areas of cover, but their discovery will require a new 
approach, as well as co-ordination, collaboration and far-sighted 
strategies, and a new wave of innovations that will make the 
vast covered tracts of Australia as transparent to our exploration 
technologies as the residual near-surface environment is today.

We will have to bring together researchers from around the 
country; from Universities, CSIRO, Geoscience Australia and 
State Geological Surveys, and the exploration industry. 

And a multidisciplinary approach will be essential to achieve 
this goal. Indeed, an important aspect of the meeting was that it 
brought together researchers from many of the sub-disciplines 
in the geosciences, including structural geologists, mineralogists 
and geochemists, computational modellers and microbiologists. 
Strikingly, this may have been the first time that such a 
diverse group of researchers has been in one room to discuss 
Australia’s exploration challenge, a reflection of the fragmented 
specialisation of the geosciences.

One starting point will be to develop the best possible map 
of the thickness and nature of the cover. It may be that there are 
large parts  of Australia that have very shallow transported cover 
(5-50 m) that haven’t been properly explored but which might 
be amenable to exploration with innovative technologies such as 
developed by the CSIRO.  

Another important thrust of the Think Tank deliberations 
was a call to focus our research on mineral deposits to the right 
scale of observation. Researchers often study the immediate 
vicinity of the major deposits we mine today. Perhaps we should 
go away from the ‘fire’ and find the smoke that hints at its 
location many kilometres away. Recent research has also found 
that major features deep in the Earth play an important role in 
controlling where big regions of major ore deposits occur across 
the globe. Although it is difficult work to see these features at 
great depths several promising new technologies have emerged 
in recent years and will have to be applied to collect the relevant 
data across Australia. This may help us identify entirely new 
prospective regions. 

We also need to ensure we don’t miss out on serendipity. 
Olympic Dam was not found in a quest for a giant iron oxide 
copper gold uranium deposit. To maximise our chance of 
making more giant resource discoveries, our thinking should 
not be restricted by models of where deposit styles or resources 
must occur. A focus on looking under our cover sequences also 
delivers the potential of unlocking other resources like new 

groundwater reserves or geothermal energy. 
Key in all of this is a one Australia approach: we have world 

leaders in the geosciences, in our institutions and in industry 
but we need a better way to bring them together. Some of our 
brightest graduates are hired by industry. Working closely with 
them will be essential for a rapid uptake of the innovations 
we produce. Getting together on a regular basis will break 
down the silos of sub-disciplines and identify the synergies for 
collaboration. Above all, it will focus us on the problem we are 
trying to address; exploring in Australia!

In due course the Proceedings from the Think Tank will 
be available from www.science.org.au/events/thinktank2010/
index.html.
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New innovative technologies, such as developed by the CSIRO, help to predict new ore 
systems in the regolith. 
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